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QUIROZ SANTRONI abogados consultores recognized as
leading firm in environment and one of the leading
corporate-commercial practice and tourism in
Dominican Republic
By Quiroz Santroni

It is great satisfaction for all the staff at QUIROZ SANTRONI, Abogados
Consultores, to share with our customers, strategic partners and
collaborators the recognition of our firm with the nomination as leading
firm in environment, as well as one of the leading corporate-commercial
and tourism in the Dominican Republic, according to rankings announced
for 2016 by the prestigious British publisher Chambers & Partners, which
took place last September 26th, at the annual meeting of the institution,
held at Fontainebleau hotel, in Miami, United Estates.
In addition to stand out as legal firm in these areas, also our partners were
recognized: both José Quiroz and Hipólito García were nominated as
leaders in corporate-commercial practice, while Romina Santroni was
nominated as a leader in the environment practice and as remarkable
professional in Tourism and Real Estate, for its long and vast experience in
the sector and in supervising projects within these industries.
Being surveyed by Chambers & Partners, some of our clients testified:
“What I really value, apart from the experience of the team, is the fact

that you deal directly with the partners in all of your transactions”,
“The excellent Romina Santroni heads the department and is widely
regarded as a highly specialised environmental lawyer”. Sources
describe her as “energetic, knowledgeable, responsive, concise and
business-oriented”,
“Jose Quiroz Abreu is a very hard worker who really listens to his clients
and gives precise, smart answers”,
“The excellent Hipólito García Caminero head the firm's banking and
finance practice”,
“These lawyers are excellent and incredibly responsive. They provide a
personalised service and are really dedicated to the clients”.
This recognition is the result of your confidence in our team and that is
why we reaffirm the commitment and the desire to continue on the path of
improvement and innovation, to meet and exceed the expectations.
Thank you very much to all our customers, partners and strategic allies for
this great recognition you make us through Chambers & Partners.

More News:

QUIROZ SANTRONI, Attorneys and Consultants

Investment, Economics, Tourism,
Environment, Legal compliance,
Environmental education,
Environmental conflicts and
Corporate law.
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